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Do you have an old album of black and white photos you would like to bring
back to life? Are you unsatisfied with the color pattern of a photo(s) in your
gallery?
This article will help you out. Here, we’ll be reviewing five of the best photo
colorizing software in the market.
Photo colorization is a photo manipulation method, designed to alter the
natural color pattern of a photograph. This process basically applies to black
and white photos, which can easily be colorized into any color pattern.
To do this, a photo colorizing software is often employed to apply color strokes
to such photo, and then finish up the color-editing process, automatically.
Furthermore, you are afforded the opportunity to change, remove and/or
replace any type or pattern of color on a photo i.e. recolor such photo as you
see fit.
This photo manipulation process is one of the most widely used techniques in
graphics design and photography. As such, photo-colorizers are always in high
demand.
However, not all photo manipulation tools are photo colorizers, and not all
photo colorizers are of standard. Hence, getting a standard photo colorizing
software could be herculean at times.

Therefore, to facilitate your decision making on which colorizer is most suitable
for you, we have outlined five of the best photo colorizing software available.

Best photo colorizing software for Windows 10
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AKVIS Coloriage

AKVIS Coloriage is a top-rated colorizing software, which is optimized to
provide natural-looking colors to black and white photos. In the same
vein, colored photographs can also be redesigned by adding, removing
or overhauling the color pattern of the photos.

This software is cross-compatible with Macbook and Windows operating
systems. For Windows OS, the software is supported on all versions
between Win7 and Win 10 (both 32-bit and 64-bit inclusive).
AKVIS Coloriage hosts an intuitive user interface, which requires no form
of layering or complex color management skill to use. Typically,
everything is set, executed and finished within a few brush strokes in
minutes.
Basically, with Coloriage, you can add color to black and white photos,
remove the color from colored photographs, add color to sketches,
desaturate color patterns on photos, recolor fading pictures and so on.

Check out these old photo restoration software to save amazing
memories

Other notable features of AKVIS Coloriage include: multicolor mode,
auto-colorization, color library, multi-format support (PNG, JPEG, TIFF,
RAW, PSD and more), multilingual interface and helplines (9 languages),
GPU acceleration, large format print, color print, IPTC & EXIF support,
recolor brush, photo share, comprehensive online guide, free trial and
more.
AKVIS Coloriage is offered in four license editions: Home Plug-in ($75),
Home Stand-alone ($75), Home Deluxe Plugin + Standalone ($90) and
Business Plug-in + Standalone ($199).
All plans are subject to an initial trial period of 10 days, before full
purchase.
Buy now AKVIS Coloriage
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